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“What do you know? Do you know who she is? She’s the reincarnation of an immortal. A mere 

champion of Yun Ding is nothing.” 

 

“The reincarnation of an immortal?” 

 

As soon as these words were spoken, the entire venue erupted. Many people had never been to Mount 

Yun Ding and did not know about this at all. They were shocked when they heard that Violet Cloud Peak 

had a disciple who was actually the reincarnation of a legendary immortal. 

 

“That’s right. This was personally described by that old powerhouse from the Heavenly Lake Holy Land, 

Perfected Zi Yang. This person is undoubtedly the reincarnation of an immortal. She even had Perfected 

Ye as her master and taught her Dao techniques. Her strength is unfathomable. You didn’t see how 

crazy it was when she was killing on Mount Yun Ding. 

 

“Hundreds of disciples from the Supreme Hall were unable to stop her and were all eliminated by her 

alone. After that, she fought her way to the top and successfully reached the top. Although she looks 

obedient and cute on the surface, she’s a complete demon king when she’s angry.” Someone said. He 

recalled the scene he saw with his own eyes on Mount Yun Ding. It was still a trauma to this day. He had 

a phobia of lolis now. 

 

Everyone was completely shocked after hearing his explanation. 

 

“Heavens, this is unbelievable! There’s actually such a terrifying existence in the world. If she continues 

to develop at this rate, it won’t be a problem for her to return to her peak with her current potential.” 

 

At this point, everyone’s eyes lit up. As the saying went, when a person attained the Dao, his chickens 

and dogs would ascend to the heavens. 

 



If Little Linglong could become an immortal, then as her senior sister and senior brother, they might also 

attain the Dao because of karma. That was an opportunity that many people dreamed of. 

 

The crowd discussed spiritedly. Someone fell silent and began to think about how to enter Violet Cloud 

Peak. 

 

“Hmm, looks like it’s time to prepare for the assessment in a month. If I’m lucky enough to enter Violet 

Cloud Peak, this will definitely be a chance for me to make a comeback. Whether it’s for myself or the 

family, it’s extremely beneficial.” 

 

Everyone present knew very well how influential Ye Qiu was. Almost no one dared to provoke those 

who were related to him. Even those experts from the Holy Lands had to give him some face. 

 

Some time ago, when Zhao Wan’er brought Little Linglong down the mountain to play, that scene… was 

even less than a tenth of the Emperor’s trip. Almost everywhere they went, every Holy Land they passed 

by, those ultimate experts ran out. 

 

Even the Cardinal experts secretly followed behind them to protect them, afraid that they would have 

any accidents. They were extremely nervous. 

 

They had never seen such a huge scene before. The movement of one person made all the experts of 

the Holy Lands nervous. 

 

It could be said that to everyone in the Eastern Wasteland, being able to enter Violet Cloud Peak now 

was a supreme honor and a symbol of status. In this world, there had never been anyone who could 

make the experts of the entire Eastern Wasteland Holy Lands spend so much effort to please a little loli. 

 

And Ye Qiu did it. 

 



Chang Xun sneered in his heart as he looked at the group of people outside the door who wanted to 

enter Violet Cloud Peak.?“Haha, there are quite a number of people daydreaming these days.” 
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Not to mention them, almost half of the entire Heaven Mending Sect wanted to go to Violet Cloud Peak. 

 

Putting aside how well Violet Cloud Peak’s Martial Uncle Ye treated his disciple, just the heaven-defying 

cultivation environment created by that immortal peach tree was the holy land that everyone yearned 

for. 

 

Unfortunately, no matter how they thought about it, they did not have the chance. Because Ye Qiu 

didn’t take in disciples at all. Moreover, his disciples were different from the other peak masters. 

 

The more the better for the other masters to take in disciples. Moreover, most of them were 

descendants of aristocratic families who were sent up the mountain for the sake of forming an alliance. 

 

A portion of it valued innate talent. As long as one was talented, they would have a chance to enter the 

sect. 

 

Violet Cloud Peak was different. The previous peak masters of Violet Cloud Peak were very eccentric. 

Every generation took in very few disciples, and they only accepted as they pleased. If he was in a bad 

mood, he would not like you even if you were born with a Saint Body. However, if he was in a good 

mood, he would accept you even if you were trash. 

 

Therefore, joining Violet Cloud Peak should be the most difficult condition compared to the other peaks. 

 

Seeing that these people were talking nonsense, Chang Xun really couldn’t bear to spoil their dreams, 

nor could he be bothered to explain to them. 



 

At this moment, in the Qianqing Hall, Lin Qingzhu silently sat on a chair and thought about her next plan. 

 

Liu Qingfeng left after giving the Sect Master’s notice. 

 

Soon, Zhao Wan’er brought Xiao Yi and the Xiao Clan into the hall. 

 

“Sister Qingzhu, I’m here…” Xiao Yi walked up with a smile and greeted her. Suddenly, he thought of 

something. He patted his mouth and said embarrassedly, “I’m sorry, it was a slip of the tongue, hehe… It 

should be greetings, Perfected Lin.” 

 

The current Lin Qingzhu indeed had the strength of a peak master. There was actually nothing wrong 

with Xiao Yi calling her that. However, Lin Qingzhu still knew her identity very well. She was only a 

disciple and was not qualified to call herself a Perfected One. 

 

She hurriedly said, “Not really. Just call me Sister Qingzhu like before.” 

 

Seeing her so humble, Xiao Yi hurriedly stood up and said, “Sister Qingzhu, my father ordered me to go 

up the mountain and bring these hundred experts of the clan for you to order around.” 

 

Lin Qingzhu sized up the Xiao Clan experts that Xiao Yi had brought this time. Although most of their 

cultivation was in the Infinite Distance realm, it was enough. What she lacked the most now was 

manpower. The Xiao Clan happened to have resolved their urgent needs. 

 

Their master had said that the Xiao Clan had done them a favor. If they were in trouble in the future, 

they would help when they needed to. Karma was a taboo for cultivators, so she knew what to do. She 

roughly understood Xiao Yi’s intentions for going up the mountain this time. 

 

Then, she said, “Where’s your father? Why didn’t he come up the mountain?” 



 

Now that Guangling was in danger and could be taken away by the first wave of riots at any time, the 

citizens in the city had begun to evacuate, let alone those families and factions. 

 

Xiao Yi smiled bitterly and said, “Father told me to go up the mountain first. He’ll wait and see. When I 

settle down, he’ll come up…” 

 

This chaos had happened too suddenly and there was no time to prepare. Many people simply packed 

up and left. No one knew what was hidden in the depths of the uninhabited region and what kind of riot 

it would cause. In order to survive, they could only seek the protection of the strong. 

 

After hearing his explanation, Lin Qingzhu nodded and said, “Alright, that’s fine too… Bring your 

clansmen and stay on Violet Cloud Peak for the time being.” 

 

After thinking about it, this training hall was built by the Xiao Clan. It was very big and was completely 

enough to entertain all of them. She said, “There are still many rooms on the mountain. It’s enough for 

you to stay.” 

 

Lin Qingzhu wanted to make arrangements for them, but Xiao Yi suggested, “Sister Qingzhu, there’s no 

need. We’ll just camp on the mountainside. Father said not to disturb your cultivation. 

 

“For this, he specially asked me to bring some materials and camp at the foot of the mountain. At the 

same time, we will guard the mountain for you.” 

 

Lin Qingzhu was stunned. She didn’t expect Xiao Zhan to be so considerate. Indeed, it was not 

convenient for so many people to suddenly move in. 

 

Originally, Lin Qingzhu thought that if they didn’t stay in the training hall, she could let them stay in the 

original training hall. Although there were only a few wooden houses there, at least it didn’t leak. 

 



After thinking for a moment, Lin Qingzhu nodded and said, “Okay, that’s good too. The situation is not 

too stable now. Although there might be danger, inform your father as soon as possible to come up the 

mountain.” 

 

In the past, Xiao Zhan had risked his life to save them. How could Lin Qingzhu sit back and let the Xiao 

Clan suffer? Therefore, letting them come up the mountain to temporarily take refuge was the best 

choice. Master would probably do the same if he was around, right? 

 

Lin Qingzhu turned around and looked at the back mountain. She was very worried. 

 

At this moment, in Violet Cloud Cave Abode. 

 

Boom… 

 

With a shocking bang, the cave shook. Ye Qiu slowly opened his eyes. His hand raised, and a stream of 

spiritual energy flowed between his fingers, the violent power in his body gradually boiled. 

 

After several months of seclusion, his Body Tempering realm had finally reached the peak of the 

Paragon realm. 

 

“Haha, no wonder it’s said that Body Tempering is difficult. Tempering a body to perfection needs 

several months even with a supreme-grade longevity medicine. Now that the two are the same, it’s time 

to advance…” 

 

Ye Qiu suddenly noticed a seven-colored stone beside the lotus pond. It was very dazzling and seemed 

to have a faint life fluctuation. 

 

“Hmm? What is this?” 

 



Ye Qiu was stunned. He had been too engrossed in his cultivation previously and didn’t notice that there 

was such a thing beside the lotus pond. After carefully studying it, he discovered that this stone 

contained an extremely dense Connate Spirit Qi. 

 

When he was cultivating, the spiritual energy that seeped out continuously nourished this stone, 

actually giving birth to a trace of vitality. 

 

Ye Qiu’s interest was piqued. Would a monkey be born from this? 

 

After studying it for a while, he didn’t have any clues. He was about to break through, so Ye Qiu didn’t 

have much time to waste on a stone. 

 

Closing his eyes, Ye Qiu slowly pushed the True Primordial Record and began to gather his strength. He 

calmed down as he broke through to the King realm. 

 

A powerful force surged in the prefecture sea. In the middle of the two blooming Dao Flowers, another 

Dao Flower was appearing. 

 

Once one reached the realm of Three Flowers Summit, they would be at the supreme king realm. A faint 

king seal would appear on their forehead. 

 

That was the King’s seal condensed from Dao Fruits, a symbol of status. 

 

Perhaps it was because he had yet to break through, so the color was lighter, but the embryonic form 

had already been formed. 

 

“Break!” 

 



Ye Qiu shouted in his heart and instantly exerted strength. The two Daos advanced at the same time and 

began to break through to the King-Ranked realm. 

 

Millions of impacts and intense pain kept coming. Ye Qiu’s heart was already numb. He gritted his teeth 

and continued to hold on. 


